Woman Injured in a Woodland Car
Accident
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An elderly woman suffered major head injuries in a Woodland car accident on Tuesday
afternoon. The unidentified woman was exiting a parking lot at 50 W. Main Street when her
white Honda was hit by a gray four-door sedan traveling westbound. The driver of the Honda
suffered a large head wound and was taken by CALSTAR helicopter to the U.C. Davis
Medical Center in Sacramento. The cause of this Woodland auto collision is under
investigation.
We do not know who was responsible for causing this Woodland accident. The police report
may provide some of the information needed to determine who was at fault. However, follow
up investigation is often necessary to get all of the relevant details, including witness
statements and physical evidence at the scene, to determine which driver was entirely or
mostly at fault. In some cases, this information must be evaluated by an accident
reconstruction expert.
Anyone seriously injured in an auto accident has a number of serious issues to deal with.
First, legal responsibility for the collision must be determined. Sometimes that requires
investigation beyond what is contained in the police report.
Second, the medical bills must be paid. Even if there is health insurance to pay for the bills
initially, the health insurance company will likely seek reimbursement from any liability
insurance recovery. That means that the health insurance company will be competing for
money that otherwise would go to the injured victim.

Third, even in apparently straight forward cases, insurance companies will do whatever they
can to avoid paying fair compensation for not only medical bills, but lost income and pain and
suffering as well.
Because of these and many other issues, injury victims an involved in a injury accident like
this are strongly urged to consult with an experienced Woodland Personal Injury Attorney
who will make sure that your rights are protected and that you are dealt with fairly.

The Demas & Rosenthal personal injury law firm is not currently representing anyone
mentioned in this article at the time it was posted. If you were involved in this incident or a
similar incident and have questions as to your legal rights and options, call us or another well
recognized and respected personal injury law firm. Please do not rely or act solely upon the
information provided in this article. Please consider getting a consultation immediately. The
best personal injury law firms will provide a free consultation. Demas & Rosenthal will
provide a free, confidential consultation to the persons who were not at fault named in this
article. The free consultation offer extends to family members as well.

